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Author's response to reviews:

Respected Editor/Referees :
I hereby confirm that this revised manuscript is according to the guidelines of "THE JOURNAL OF MEDICAL CASE REPORT"
Here are the point by point point-by-point description of the changes made.

Referee 1 :
• Conclusion has been rewritten.
• Length of discussion shortened : DONE

Referee 2 :
• When should CT scan be performed in case of spine trauma ? : MENTIONED
• Why did the patient present this unusual neurological examination? : MENTIONED
• Indeed the case report should not be a review on the clinical management of cervical subluxation : we have shortened this part

Minor
• Information has been given about the initial trauma .
• Case presentation : if it’s important to specify that laboratory investigation were performed to look for differential diagnosis, these test are normal and the results don’t add any information to the case : DONE
• Second sentence in the discussion : « mange » is written, instead of « manage » : CHANGED
• The authors should insist on the low sensibility of conventionnal radiographic examination and that CT scan shoud be performed in case of doubt :DONE

All the required changes refereed by the reviewers have been made.
Regards
Maryam Sanaullah